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BY GEORGE H. PIMBLEY, JR.
Communicated by A. H. Householder, September 7, 1975
In previous work [1], I derived by biological reasoning and mathematical reduction the following system, attributable to G. I. Bell:
Equations (1) (1), which approaches condition (2) as X 3 -• 0. An analytic direction of bifurcation formula will be important in developing the global theory of these bifurcated families of periodic solutions, and in ascribing possible biomedical implications. I describe the new formula.
First we substitute u = u f + u°9 u = v f + v°, w = w f + w° into equations (1), and thus obtain equations centered at (tip ty, uy). Then we let A$ c be the matrix of the linear part of these centered DE's, with j3 = j3 c . The matrix A$ c has the three linearly independent eigenvectors represented symbolically as (3) (*i>t?i.ri), (ii>ï?i>fi)> (M, f). 1) also have an invariant surface passing through (tip uy, vty) 
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